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Abstract
The process of 3D reconstruction involves transforming 2D images or data into a three-dimensional
representation of an object, model, or environment. While supervised 3D reconstruction has made
significant strides using deep neural networks, it is often time-consuming due to extensive image
stitching and the requirement for specialized imaging sensors such as 360-degree or depth cameras. This
paper introduces a machine learning-based 3D reconstruction framework aimed at making informed
decisions regarding space utilization and asset management within any built environment. The proposed
system comprises three key components: (I) object detection on 2D frames to identify target objects,
(II) calculation of their pose using image processing techniques, and (III) utilization of an artificial
neural network to map real and virtual environments. The evaluation using YOLOv7 demonstrated an
accuracy of F1 score of 0.70 in detecting objects of interest. Pose estimation analysis indicated that the
proposed algorithm could estimate object orientation with an error rate of 8.03∘. The mapping algorithm
exhibited high-quality performance, achieving a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.97. Ultimately, all this
information is transmitted and visualized in the reconstructed virtual model, enabling remote monitoring
and simulation.
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1. Introduction

The process of reconstructing a real-world scenario in three dimensions (3D) entails creating a
3D model from 2D images, point clouds, silhouettes, and similar data sources [1]. The process
aims to generate a virtual representation applicable in visualization, animation, simulation,
and analysis across fields like computer vision, robotics, and virtual reality. In the realm of
computer vision research, significant attention has been given to 3D reconstruction, with a
focus on areas such as structure from motion [2] or Multiview stereo [3]. These methods rely
on multiple images to establish accurate correspondences or ensure comprehensive coverage,
but they can be time-consuming due to the extensive image stitching and the requirement
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for specialized imaging sensors like 360-degree or depth cameras. Reconstructing built en-
vironments, such as car or ship interiors, is comparatively more straightforward, given the
availability of standard Computer-aided design (CAD). Previous works [4, 5, 6] have developed
virtual models by leveraging architectural drawings and integrating 3D furniture models. How-
ever, this process is time-consuming, involving modeling, physics simulation, and rendering
capabilities of commercial game engines. The advent of deep neural networks has facilitated
the incorporation of real-world objects into virtual spaces by learning from large datasets. CAD
models of real-world objects assist in learning the mapping from images to virtual models,
streamlining the process. Once a virtual reality (VR) model is established, it can be connected to
real-time imaging and environmental sensors, enabling the estimation of room occupancy and
power consumption within built environments [5]. In this context, we propose a digital twin
(DT) of a built environment through an interactive and immersive VR experience. A digital twin
represents an object or system virtually throughout its lifecycle, updated with real-time data and
employing simulation, machine learning, and reasoning to facilitate decision-making [7]. This
paper aims to develop an efficient VR-based DT for built environments in real-time, expediting
the existing 3D reconstruction process. This system allows standard virtual walkthroughs
and provides real-time room occupancy estimates, energy assessments, and the potential for
expansion into asset tracking and maintenance. The detection and localization of objects in
the real world involved deploying a pre-trained YOLOv7 model, which underwent transfer
learning on a custom dataset. Image processing techniques were employed to estimate the pose
of real-world objects and map them into a virtual environment. An extensive comparison study
among machine learning models was conducted to determine an accurate mapping technique.
Mapping two-dimensional coordinates onto the virtual camera feed establishes a connection
between the real and virtual worlds, enabling the real-time simulation of object movements in
physical space. The contributions of this work are as follows.

• Proposed a new way of reconstructing real-world space to virtual environment in real-
time.

• Validated the mapping between real and virtual environment by comparing several
machine learning models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains literature review on different methods
for object detection systems. Section 3 explains the training and evaluation of object detection
models, comparison studies between different machine learning models used for mapping and
pose calculation technique in detail. Experiments and results are discussed in detail in Section
4, followed by discussion and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Related Work

In this section, the previous works on mapping, pose estimation and applications of object
detection on digital twin are summarized in detail.
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2.1. Digital Twin

Research on automated construction of digital twins and the inclusion of secondary objects
has employed a blend of simple image processing techniques and sophisticated deep learning.
Commercial software such as EdgeWise, Pointfuse, Point Cab, and Leica Cyclone Model leverage
shape detection and fitting algorithms, with academic literature also using machine learning for
secondary object detection [8, 9, 10, 11]. Traditional computer vision techniques and CNN-based
methods, such as the DeepLab architecture, have also been used to classify object classes and
generate walls, cable trays, and ventilation ducts [12, 13, 14, 15]. A noteworthy study utilized
laser scanning, object detection, and OCR to enrich a digital twin with secondary objects and
semantic information [16]. Despite their potential, deep learning approaches often require
extensive labelled training data, a challenge that synthetic data generation techniques may
alleviate [6, 16, 17, 18]. Perhaps, the most closely related work to ours is by Zhou et al. [19],
who used computer vision to update a BIM-based digital twin of a building in real-time. Their
approach incorporated YOLOv5 for object detection and utilized the Total3DUnderstanding
method [20] for estimating object pose. This work claimed to achieve successful object capture,
including desks, chairs, plants, and computer monitors, by transforming object coordinates
from the image to the physical world and then to the digital twin. However, the paper did not
provide a report on the accuracy of the object detection models, which is a crucial component
of the pipeline. Instead, their focus was primarily on orientation correction. In contrast, our
approach targets more significant object categories and includes a comprehensive report on the
accuracy of individual components: object detection, mapping algorithm, and pose estimation.
This individual accuracy analysis allows for a better understanding of any accuracy limitations
in the deployment process.

2.2. Mapping Between Real and Virtual Space

The coordinates of the different objects that were detected has to be mapped in the virtual 3D
space of unity. Sun et al. [21] focused on mapping virtual space onto real space using planar
mapping, exploring the methods and algorithms employed to achieve accurate and efficient
mapping. Ren et al. [22] employed spatial affine transformation to map virtual objects onto 2D
images, aiming to integrate virtual objects into real-world scenes seamlessly. Huang et al. [23]
proposed an algorithm specifically designed for mapping real space to a virtual globe space,
addressing the need for robust and efficient mapping techniques applicable to diverse real-world
environments. Schwarz et al. [24] discussed the usage of LIDAR systems by participants in a
DARPA-sponsored event to generate a digital view of the surrounding terrain in autonomous
vehicles, emphasizing the crucial role of LIDAR technology in facilitating accurate perception
and navigation in autonomous systems. Mandli Communications [25] employed LIDAR sensors
to generate point clouds and subsequently create digital terrain models, showcasing the practical
application of LIDAR for terrain modelling purposes.

2.3. Pose Estimation

The classical approach for estimating pose traditionally treated it as a nonlinear least-squares
problem, employing nonlinear optimization algorithms for solving it [26, 27, 28]. Patil et al. [29]
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investigated and compared various vision-based, hybrid, and deep learning-based approaches
for pose estimation from monocular vision. Similarly, Lan et al. [30] provided an overview
of different deep learning-based techniques for human pose estimation. Another notable
contribution by Collet et al. [31] is the MOPED (Multiple Object Pose Estimation and Detection)
framework, designed to deliver robust performance in complex scenes and low latency for
real-time applications. Vikstenen et al. [32] developed a system that leverages algorithmic
multi-cue integration (AMC) and temporal multi-cue integration (TMC) to increase the pose
estimation performance.

2.4. Deep Learning in Digital Twin

Deep learning is a subset of a larger family of ML approaches; it can take data and automatically
perform tasks like Classification, regression, clustering and pattern recognition. Deep learning
is very effective in the detection of complicated structures and things [33]. In another research,
Ogunseiju et al. [34] investigated the effectiveness of a variety of deep CNNs for recognizing
construction worker activities from images of signals from time-series data using large datasets
for training and testing DL algorithms. Deep learning has proved to be very good in object
detection [35], and the use of DT involving humans has been proposed by a lot of researchers
in the construction activity to prevent causalities and improve ergonomics of workers, Boton et
al. [36] explored the use introducing a temporal dimension in the 3D simulation of Construction
activities. Summarizing the literature survey, this paper aims to address several key research
gaps in the field of digital twin construction. Certain limitations are inherent in past work,
including the high cost associated with depth cameras and the inability to capture specular and
transparent objects. In addition, the manual intervention required to verify detected objects in
the point clouds results in a time-consuming process [16]. Furthermore, while deep learning
techniques have been applied to detect building elements, the literature lacks evidence of their
utilization for identifying room furniture and other entities, which assists in understanding
space utilization. Moreover, there has been limited exploration in the architecture, engineering,
and construction (AEC) domain concerning the mapping of secondary objects. Zhou et al. [19]
utilize a 3D estimation network for extracting the pose of each object and a camera-BIM location
transformation algorithm for mapping the coordinates of the detected objects in BIM. In contrast,
our approach utilizes image processing steps and the minimal area rectangle method for pose
estimation, and a Machine learning-based algorithm for mapping. By addressing these research
gaps, this paper enhances the efficiency, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of digital twin
creation and updating in real-time using computer vision techniques.

3. Proposed Approach

The proposed 3D reconstruction process begins with the detection of objects in the real-world
environment. While numerous pre-trained models are available for this purpose, our study
relies on the findings of previous work [37, 38] which demonstrate that YOLO performs better
in terms of the tradeoff between latency and accuracy. YOLOv7 was chosen over various YOLO
model variants following a comparative analysis. The detected objects are further classified
into three categories: movable, partially movable, and immovable. Movable objects encompass
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed system

persons and chairs, while the partially movable are keyboard, laptop, TV/monitor, and mouse
while remaining objects are deemed immovable. This distinction is crucial to maintain real-time
accuracy and resource efficiency, as movable, and partially movable objects require frequent
updates due to their volatile positions, while immovable objects, remaining static most of the
time, necessitate fewer updates. Accordingly, the movable objects undergo more frequent
updates, occurring every frame, while partially movable objects are updated every 5 minutes.
The immovable objects are updated less frequently, with a refresh rate of every 24 hours. The
classification of the objects into groups helps the proposed system to reconstruct real-world in
real time. We also compare linear regression with degrees 1, 2, and 3, support vector regression
(SVR) with radial basis function (RBF) and polynomial kernels [39], and a vanilla neural network
to map between real-world and virtual objects. The pose estimation of objects is performed
using a combination of different image processing techniques. The position and orientation
of the objects are communicated to the game engine using socket programming for real-time
interaction and synchronization. Figure 1 represents the working of the proposed system.

3.1. Object Detection

In this Section, a detailed analysis of the dataset preparation strategy is discussed followed by
comparison study between object detection models in study.

Dataset Preparation: The dataset encompasses various day-to-day office utilities, including
chair, keyboard, laptop, TV/monitor, refrigerators, desk, mouse, person, and couch. The dataset
used in this study was derived from two sources. The first source involved filtering the MS
COCO dataset [40] to extract the above-mentioned class labels. The second source was a crowd-
sourced dataset collected for this research. The images obtained from the user-generated dataset
were annotated with nine class labels. To annotate the images, the Computer Vision Annotation
Tool (CVAT) was employed, allowing for manual annotation through visual inspection. The
dataset was then divided into train, validation, and test subsets, with each class label having
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specified entries in each subset, as shown in Table 1. The annotations were compiled into an
XML file format using the CVAT tool. Subsequently, the XML file format was converted to the
YOLO file format, which was utilized for training the object detection model.

Table 1
Instances of class label in train, validation, and test data

Class Train Validation Test
Chair 12322 7729 1813

Keyboard 1002 585 175
Laptop 1520 1092 231

TV/Monitor 2128 1384 479
Refrigerator 824 629 126

Desk 590 96 43
Mouse 876 464 125
Person 81153 53753 10995
Couch 1741 1192 261

Comparison between Object Detection Models: We compared YOLO models (v4 to v7)
to choose the best model. By using transfer learning, we leveraged the pretrained weights of
these models on a large-scale dataset and fine-tuned the model on bespoke dataset, resulting in
improved object detection capabilities within our digital twin environment. Model training was
conducted on an NVIDIA 3090 Ti GPU, and performance was assessed using three evaluation
metrics, including mean Intersection Over Union (mIOU), precision, and F1 score.

3.2. Mapping Techniques

In the next step, the detected objects were used to map corresponding objects in a virtual
environment created using Unity 3D. The mapping focused on three out of six degrees of
freedom (DOFs), specifically translation along the X and Y-axis, and rotation around the yaw.
This selection of three DOFs was specific to this problem, given that all objects are situated
within a 2D plane, such as the floor or tabletop. We mapped the center of base from 2D frame
to appropriate plane in virtual environment. The extracted center coordinates were utilized as
inputs for various regression algorithms, including linear regression with degrees 1, 2, and 3,
support vector regression (SVR) with radial basis function (RBF) and polynomial kernels [40],
and a vanilla ANN. Linear regression with degree 1 fits a straight-line relationship between the
features and the target. When degree 2 is used, quadratic terms are introduced to capture curved
patterns. Additionally, when degree 3 is employed, cubic terms are added, enabling the model to
fit S-shaped patterns and capture more complex relationships. SVR with RBF kernel is a powerful
non-linear data regression approach with the use of a Gaussian-like function, it modifies the
input space to capture complex connections and trends similarly polynomial relationships can
be captured using SVR with a polynomial kernel it converts data into a higher-dimensional
space and uses polynomial functions to assess similarity. The architecture of the ANN consists
of four Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) blocks, with three of them responsible for the mapping
process in conjunction with the input (Figure 2). We propose a hybrid structure by using a
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weighted summation of the output of these MLP blocks. The structure for the first three blocks
is 2-4-2 (input layer-hidden layer-output layer) and for the fourth block (weight block) it is 2-8-4
(input layer-hidden layer-output layer). The activation used in the first three blocks are linear,
sigmoid, and tanh respectively and for the weight block linear activation is used. The model
was trained using Adam optimizer and mean square error as loss function. The fourth block
incorporates weights for all four outputs, scaling the output based on the specific degree of
non-linearity. In the feature fusion part, we undertake feature fusion as described in Equation 1.

𝑂(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛼 ·𝐵1(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝛽 ·𝐵2(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝛿 ·𝐵3(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝛾 · 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) (1)

where, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛿, 𝛾 denotes the weight parameters, 𝐵1, 𝐵2, and 𝐵3 indicates three different blocks
which are connected in parallel and 𝑂(𝑥, 𝑦) is the weighted sum of the parallel outputs and input.
Each algorithm was trained using a dataset consisting of frame coordinates and corresponding
virtual world coordinates. Frame coordinates are generated based on the bounding box location
on the screen generated by object detection model. Correspondingly, in virtual environment, we
placed objects in same location and generated the virtual world coordinates. After the training
process, the algorithms could predict the coordinates of objects within the virtual environment
based on the object detection model generated coordinates. The predicted coordinates were then
transmitted to virtual environment using socket programming. This communication facilitated
the dynamic mapping of the detected objects within the virtual environment, resulting in an
immersive and interactive user experience.

3.3. Pose Correction

A series of image processing steps were followed for estimating the pose of the object in real-
world space in the process of digital twin reconstruction. First, the region of interest (ROI) was
obtained from the coordinates generated by the object detection model. Subsequently, image
sharpening was applied to enhance the visibility of the objects in the images. Next, segmentation
was performed to isolate the required objects from the background. The resulting segmented
images were then converted into a binary grayscale format, simplifying the subsequent image
analysis process. To further refine the binary images, a morphological process was applied to
fill in small patches present in the binary images. Following this, contour fitting was performed
on the binary images to accurately obtain the shapes and boundaries of the objects. Finally, the
minimum area rectangle method was utilized to determine the precise positions and orientations
of the objects in the images. This comprehensive approach facilitated the acquisition of more
accurate representations of the objects’ poses in the digital twin environment. By implementing
these image processing steps, the objects were successfully detected and mapped in the digital
twin, enabling the creation of an accurate representation of the physical world. The proposed
pose detection algorithm is described in Figure 3.

3.4. Placing in 3D Virtual Environment

The virtual environment reconstruction involves the transmission of pose and location data for
target objects from computer vision algorithms to a virtual environment. Prior to receiving the
data stream, a virtual representation of the real-world space is constructed using a game engine,
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Figure 2: The proposed neural network architecture for mapping objects between real and virtual world.
Here 𝐵1, 𝐵2, and 𝐵3 indicates three MLP blocks whereas W indicate weight block to derive weight
outputs

Figure 3: Image processing steps involve pose estimation

incorporating precise real-world measurements. The virtual environment also captures and
represents the movement of individual people within the virtual environment. This is achieved
by mapping people’s movement in each frame and depicting their actions, such as sitting at
specific workstations or engaging in movement. Walking animations are employed to visualize
the movement of people.
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4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we have described the results of individual components of the proposed system
in detail.

4.1. Object Detection Accuracy

The accuracy of the object detection models was evaluated using various metrics. These metrics
were employed to measure the model’s performance in identifying and localizing objects in the
provided test data. Table 2 illustrates the performance of the models concerning the test data.
YOLOv5 showcased the highest IoU score, while YOLOv7 exhibited consistent performance
across classes, boasting the highest F1 score among the models. Moreover, YOLOv7 demonstrated
a processing speed of 30.23 frames per second.

Table 2
Comparing Performance between Object Detection Models

Models Average IoU Precision F1 Score
YOLOv4 0.28 0.73 0.41
YOLOv5 0.59 0.63 0.63
YOLOv6 0.52 0.56 0.56
YOLOv7 0.56 0.72 0.70

4.2. Mapping Accuracy

The accuracy of the mapping algorithms is measured using the Euclidean distance between
the ground truth and predicted virtual-world positions. Figure 4 summarizes the comparison
between the machine learning models as discussed in Section 3.2, deployed for mapping. It may
be noted that neural network model achieved highest accuracy with the error of 80 centimeters.
Figure 5 shows the correlation graph with coefficient of determination or R2 = 0.97 between
actual distance measured in virtual environment and predicted by the proposed neural network
model.

4.3. Pose Accuracy

We reported pose accuracy by analyzing the actual orientation of the object and corresponding
orientation measured by the algorithm. We marked a cartesian coordinate system on a table by
marking the angles. Then we placed the keyboard and TV on the table. We noted their actual
angle with reference line and the orientation generated by the algorithm. Figure 6 shows the
correlation between actual and predicted orientation. It may be noted that the coefficient of
determination was observed as R2 = 0.99, while average error was found to be 8.03∘. The
mapping between real-world objects and corresponding virtual objects is exemplified in Figure 7,
providing a concrete illustration. In this scenario, the focus was only on the yaw angle regarding
the positioning of movable objects—keyboards, laptops, TVs/Monitors, and desks—on a level
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Figure 4: Comparison of mapping accuracy between different models

Figure 5: Scatter plot of distances measured in actual and predicted by neural network model in virtual
environment

2D plane. Considering the nature of these objects placed on a flat plane, any rotation around
the pitch or roll angles in a 3D scene was deemed unnecessary or not applicable for the specific
context being addressed.
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Figure 6: Correlation graph between actual angle and predicted angle estimated by pose estimation
algorithm

Figure 7: Scatter plot of distances measured in actual and predicted by neural network model in virtual
environment

5. General Discussion

This paper presents a data-driven approach for reconstructing a digital twin of an office space
environment. The previous work [5] proposed a VR digital twin of physical space for measuring
room occupancy and social distancing measurement. However, the main problem with this
approach lies in replicating physical space. It is a time-consuming process as it requires modeling,
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physics simulation, and rendering capabilities of Unity 3D. On the other hand, this proposed
system offers a different and beneficial approach to constructing VR digital twins compared
to conventional methods. By incorporating machine learning techniques, the development of
digital twins becomes more scalable and efficient. Machine learning enables accurate object
detection, orientation estimation, and 2D-to-3D mapping, resulting in high-quality virtual
workspaces. This approach addresses challenges associated with asset placement, enhances
space planning and visualization, and promotes energy efficiency and sustainability within
workspaces. In this section, we provide a summary of all the key points discussed in Section 1.

Reconstruction Techniques: There are various techniques available to 3D reconstruct a
space from 2D images. Cutting-edge automated image orientation techniques, such as Structure
from Motion, and dense image matching methods like Multiple View Stereo, which are widely
utilized for deriving 3D information from 2D images, can yield 3D outcomes, such as point
clouds or meshes, exhibiting diverse levels of geometric accuracy and visual fidelity. This
technique requires a lot of images from various directions. It takes ample time to reconstruct an
object for a given instance of time, making it harder to reconstruct a real-time scenario of the
real world. This paper uses a novel data-driven approach, which utilizes only one 2D image of
the real world and reconstructs it in virtual reality. This reconstruction happens in two stages.
The first stage is detecting objects from the real world using 2D images and calculating their
pose using various image processing steps, and the second stage is mapping the objects from
the real world to the virtual world. We utilized the YOLOv7 model as our object detection model
to detect objects from the real world. The model performed well with an accuracy of F1 score
of 0.70. This is beneficial for reconstruction purposes as it can detect small objects with higher
accuracy, e.g., a mouse with a mAP of 0.81. The proposed pose detection algorithm showed
its efficiency with error rate of 8.03∘. This higher accuracy of pose estimation can be helpful
in detecting orientation in the real world to reflect in the corresponding virtual environment.
Thus, the proposed system will be impact full in creating a digital twin. A supplementary video
(https://youtu.be/advtKAQ02Nk) shows the working of the proposed system as well as how
accurately real world is depicted in the virtual environment.

MappingTechniques: There is a plethora of mapping techniques available for reconstructing
a real space. One widely used technique is COLMAP [2], which is an end-to-end image-based 3D
reconstruction pipeline. It employs Multi-View Stereo (MVS) to compute depth and/or normal
information for every pixel in an image, using the output of Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [2, 3].
By fusing the depth and normal maps of multiple images in 3D, a dense point cloud of the scene
is generated. However, this technique requires many images from different viewpoints and high
visual overlaps, making it slower and more time-consuming when creating a representation of
real-world scenarios at a specific moment in time. In this paper, after comparing various classical
machine learning techniques, it was determined that neural networks were the most suitable
for the task as it is designed to handle the different degree of non-linearity for different points.
The neural networks achieved an impressive average error of only 80 cm when mapping objects
within the virtual world. The error was found to be 43.66% lower compared to the second-best
model, which was linear regression. The proposed system holds potential for application on
workshop floors, facilitating remote monitoring, asset tracking, and various other functions.

This proposed approach employs machine learning techniques to reconstruct digital twins of
physical spaces efficiently, streamlining the process and enhancing accuracy in object detection,
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orientation estimation, and mapping. Addressing limitations in standard 3D construction, such
as missing CAD/BIM data of objects, extensive object volumes, or wide capture areas, the
approach simplifies real-time reconstruction using a single 2D image. This streamlined process
demonstrates promising potential for swift and precise translations from the real world to the
virtual realm, contrasting with time-consuming traditional methods.

6. Conclusion

This study endeavors to devise a cost-effective solution for constructing a virtual model of a built
environment. The suggested system serves as a VR-based digital replica of an office, integrating
real-time monitoring of human occupancy and asset utilization. The system’s accuracy hinges
on the performance of the object detection model, with a reported high level of precision, i.e., an
F1 score of 0.70. The pose estimation algorithm significantly corrects the movement of movable
objects, such as keyboards, monitors, and desks, exhibiting a high correlation (R2 = 0.99). The
proposed neural network model successfully maps objects from the 2D image plane to a 3D
plane in a virtual environment, demonstrating a correlation of R2 = 0.97. Real-time mapping
of human positions and precise estimation of asset poses offer numerous advantages, enabling
the floor management team to conduct thorough remote walkthroughs and gain insights into
room occupancy and office asset utilization. This information empowers informed decisions
on sustainable space usage and asset management. However, challenges are encountered in
mapping objects from the 2D plane to the 3D plane. Future work will focus on implementing
3D object detection, promising accurate positioning and orientation of real-world objects. The
proposed framework underwent testing in various office spaces, with all data transmitted to the
digital twin of the real-world space (Please refer to https://youtu.be/advtKAQ02Nk).
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